is paper proposes a novel motion planning method for an autonomous ground mobile robot to address dynamic surroundings, nonlinear program, and robust optimization problems. A planner based on the recurrent fuzzy neural network (RFNN) is designed to program trajectory and motion of mobile robots to reach target. And, obstacle avoidance is achieved. In RFNN, inference capability of fuzzy logic and learning capability of neural network are combined to improve nonlinear programming performance. A recurrent frame with self-feedback loops in RFNN enhances stability and robustness of the structure. e extended Kalman filter (EKF) is designed to train weights of RFNN considering the kinematic constraint of autonomous mobile robots as well as target and obstacle constraints. EKF's characteristics of fast convergence and little limit in training data make it suitable to train the weights in real time. Convergence of the training process is also analyzed in this paper. Optimization technique and update strategy are designed to improve the robust optimization of a system in dynamic surroundings. Simulation experiment and hardware experiment are implemented to prove the effectiveness of the proposed method. Hardware experiment is carried out on a tracked mobile robot. An omnidirectional vision is used to locate the robot in the surroundings. Forecast improvement of the proposed method is then discussed at the end.
Introduction
In recent decades, unmanned ground mobile robots have been widely applied in various areas of both indoor and outdoor environments such as industry, mine, museum, port, or some dangerous places for their excellent maneuverability [1] [2] [3] . Research about navigation which can fully reflect artificial intelligence and automatic ability of unmanned ground mobile robots has been an attractive topic for a long time [4] . In order to achieve navigation, an effective motion planner should be designed [5] . Among the existing solutions, planning techniques were classified in two groups: nonheuristic methods and heuristic methods [6] .
e most important nonheuristic methods consist of the potential field method (PFM) [7, 8] , sampling-based planner (SBP), and interpolating curve method (ICM). PFM and SBP do not produce optimal paths and tend to be locked in some local minima [9] . ICM generates trajectories by constructing and inserting a new set of states considering reference points, i.e., a given set of way points, which cannot deal with dynamic surroundings well [10] . In order to solve the problem mentioned above, heuristic approaches are proposed. e most popular heuristic methods contain hybridheuristics A * , neural network (NN), fuzzy logic (FL), genetic algorithm (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), etc. Contrasted to nonheuristic methods, heuristic methods are more intelligent and advanced to deal with complex problems [11] . However, the serious disadvantage is the necessary learning phase. Much online or offline computation is needed. So, a more efficient method should be proposed.
Fuzzy logic is well suited for programming mobile robot's motion for its accurate calculation capability and inference capability under uncertainty [12] . Many researchers have implemented this method to address the navigation problem of unmanned mobile robots. Wang and Liu [13] proposed a real-time fuzzy logic-based navigation strategy in unknown environments. e proposed approach employs a grid-based map that can record environment information and experience. However, the method focuses on building a map that is computationally expensive. e structure of fuzzy logic is so simple that it cannot deal with complex problems. Neural network is widely used due to its strong nonlinear approximation capability and self-learning capability [14] . Many researches have been done on the feedforward multilayer perception neural network [15] . However, feedforward NN methods require multilayer structures with a lot of neurons to represent dynamical responses. is leads to divergence and is time-consuming [16] . e weights of them are updated without considering the internal information and are sensitive to the training data. So, recurrent neural network attracts more attention for its superior dynamic capability. Recently, fuzzy logic and recurrent neural network structure are combined to form a new structure, i.e., recurrent fuzzy neural network (RFNN). Many approaches have been proposed by using RFNN and have shown superior performances. In [17] , Juang et al. proposed a recurrent self-evolving interval type-2 fuzzy neural network for dynamic system processing. e structure forms a local internal feedback loop by feeding the firing strength of each rule back to itself. All rules are trained online via structure and parameter learning. Lin et al. [18] proposed an interactively recurrent fuzzy neural network for prediction and identification of dynamic systems. eir method is the same with Juang's method but employs a functional link neural network (FLNN) to the consequent part of fuzzy rules. e mapping ability is promoted. Although the concept of RFNN is investigated in detail, it has not been used in practical navigation well. For example, in [19] , optimization of the result is not considered.
Back propagation (BP), evolutionary algorithm, and extended Kalman filter (EKF) are the three most popular training methods of supervised learning algorithms. In [20] , the BP method is used to train the fuzzy neural network to achieve task planning and action selection of mobile robots. But, it needs data base and is trained offline. To apply RFNN to real-time nonlinear programs, an effective training method should be adopted. e extended Kalman filter is famous for its training efficiency and accuracy [21] . Rubio and Yu [22] applied EKF to train state-space recurrent neural networks, and identification of the nonlinear system is realized. And, the Lyapunov method is used to prove the stability of system. Wang and Huang [23] developed an effective RNN training approach based on EKF by using a controllable training convergence on the basis of Rubio. By adapting two artificial training noise parameters, i.e., the covariance of measurement noise and covariance of process noise, performance of EKF is improved. But, the proposed method is used in RNN instead of RFNN. e EKF algorithm possesses good online learning ability. erefore, it is suitable for training RFNN to program the autonomous mobile robot's motion and achieving navigation.
Depending on the analysis above, the main contribution of this paper is that a real-time program strategy in unknown dynamic surroundings is proposed, i.e., without any previous offline computation. And, the optimal motion is generated in a free-space, i.e., without previous map information. A simple but effective RFNN structure is designed. A modified extended Kalman filter method is used to train RFNN in real time. An autonomous mobile robot is driven to reach the target and avoid obstacles. In the EKF training algorithm, target and obstacle constraints in practical situation are considered. Robustness of the proposed method against disturbances is discussed.
en, a numeric nonlinear optimization method and an update strategy are designed to guarantee robust optimization of the prediction. Besides the simulation experiment, our method is also evaluated on a real tracked mobile robot. An omnidirectional vision is used to locate the robot by using artificial landmarks on the basis of our previous work. e rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 illustrates the modelling of the autonomous mobile robot surrounded by the target and obstacles. Section 3 describes the planner in detail, including RFNN structure, EKF online learning algorithm, and convergence analysis. Section 4 constructs the cost function and update strategy to guarantee optimization. Section 5 is simulation and hardware experiment results. Finally, Section 6 concludes the proposed scheme.
Model of Autonomous Mobile Robot
Some programming methods ignore kinematic constraints [24] ; thus, the stability of the system in practical situation cannot be guaranteed. An additional algorithm needs to be designed to smooth the trajectories.
is leads to more computation cost. And, control effect of driving actual mobile robots to track the trajectory is not good. In order to get good dynamics performance in the tracking process, a natty kinematics of mobile robot is considered in motion planning.
e autonomous mobile robot favored in this paper is a kind of tracked mobile platform. ere are two caterpillar tracks independently driven by actuators for the mobile robot's motion, and they are placed symmetrically on both sides of the mobile robot. e kinematics can be illustrated as shown in Figure 1 . C is the geometry center of a mobile platform. 2b is the length between two tracks. O, X, Y { } is the global coordinate frame, and C, X C , Y C is the local coordinate frame.
Assume that the unmanned mobile robot is made up of a rigid frame equipped with nondeformable caterpillar tracks.
ere is no slip between tracks and actuator gears. And, they are moving on a horizontal plane only in the direction normal to the axis of driving. e posture is represented by three variables as
where x and y are the coordinates of the center point C in O, X, Y { } and θ is the angle of its heading direction X C taking counterclockwise from the X-axis. e motion state is 
r autonomous mobile robot is motivated by a pair of independent caterpillar tracks, so
where v r is the right linear velocity, v l is the left linear velocity, and R is the rotation radius of the mobile robot. A simple discrete-time kinematic model is used in this paper to illustrate the moving process.
e difference equation can be illustrated as
e positions of the target and obstacles in the global coordinate frame need to be transformed to the local frame. e transformation matrix is
Motion Planner Based on RFNN
A nonlinear program strategy is shown in Figure 2 . It is made up of four parts such as coordinate transformation, RFNN structure, unmanned mobile robot model, and online learning algorithm. e coordinate transformation part establishes the environment map. Target and obstacles' information is then collected. e RFNN structure generates desired velocities of the mobile robot. It is trained by the extended Kalman filter that makes up the online learning algorithm. Detailed information of each part is shown in Figure 2 .
RFNN Structure.
A simple recurrent fuzzy neural network is designed in this section for the purpose of improving computation efficiency. Considering that the navigation system is multiinput multioutput, RFNN is made up of five layers as shown in Figure 3 . e structure is first used in our previous work [25] . In this paper, detailed information of the structure and training progress is introduced. Convergence is analyzed. Furthermore, the original structure is improved in this paper to achieve nonlinear motion planning.
Layer 1 (Input Layer).
Only the current state is traded as the input in this layer.
is chosen as the input, so there are 4 nodes transmitting the input variables to the next layer directly. d g is the distance between mobile robot and goal. d o is the distance between mobile robot and the nearest obstacle. θ g is the angle between mobile robot's front direction and goal. θ o is the angle between mobile robot's front direction and the nearest obstacle.
Layer 2 (Membership Layer).
Each node in this layer performs a membership function. In this paper, the input of the membership layer is s i (i � 1, 2, 3, 4). e membership function is defined with Gaussian MF as follows: Computational Intelligence and Neuroscience
Layer 3 (Fuzzy Rule Layer).
Each node in this layer corresponds to one fuzzy rule. As shown in Figure 3 , each input has two membership values. Hence, there are 16 fuzzy rules. e firing strength of each rule at the current step is determined by the outputs of layer 2 through an AND operator. e result of each rule is calculated as follows:
Moreover, a local internal feedback with a time delay is added to each node of this layer forming a recurrent frame. e mathematical form is described as
where λ n is the constant representing weight of a selffeedback loop and ψ n(k−1) indicates the output of layer 3 in the previous time step.
Layer 4 (Consequent Layer).
is layer describes a linear combination of functions in the consequent part, and each node is called the consequent node. According to the definition of TSK fuzzy rules, weight w o � (w o1 , w o2 , . . . , w on ) can be obtained:
For the purpose of simplicity calculation, it is assumed that a on � a
e output of this layer is
Layer 5 (Output Layer).
ere are two nodes in this layer representing linear velocities of right and left caterpillar tracks, respectively. An activation function is set at each node:
where α is a constant.
Online Training Algorithm Based on EKF.
e EKF training algorithm can be summarized as parallel EKF and parameter-based EKF [26] . In this paper, the parameterbased EKF in [23] is modified to learn weights of RFNN. Considering the practical condition in motion planning of an autonomous mobile robot, a Jacobian matrix is designed.
At time step k, the EKF function has the following form:
where a k � (a 11 , . . . , a 1,16 , a 21 , . . . , a 2,16 ) T is the estimation of weights, K is the Kalman gain matrix, e is the estimation error, o d is the desired value of o which is the observation vector, O is the orderly derivative matrix, R is the covariance matrix of the measurement error, Q is the covariance matrix of the process noise, P is the covariance matrix of the estimation error, and I is the identity matrix.
In order to achieve navigation, both distance and angle information need to be considered. So, the observation vector can be represented
As the only one-step recurrence is considered here, we take d g as an example to calculate O. en, it is the same to d o , θ g , and θ o :
where
T is the target position in the local frame.
en,
and according to (7), 
and according to (4) , (5), and (24),
where o � 1, 2 and n � If the distance between obstacles is long enough for the mobile robot to pass through without collision, d o and θ o will not be considered in EKF. However, if the distance is shorter than safe distance, the EKF algorithm should train the weights of RFNN to avoid collision. d o and θ o are then considered at this moment. e flow diagram is shown in Figure 4 .
Convergence Analysis.
In this section, we will prove that the EKF proposed in the above section is effective to RFNN in Section 3.1. And the designed Jacobian matrix O is reasonable and feasible.
As shown in Figure 2 , observation vector o is a function of v, i.e., o � O(v). By calculating the first-order derivative of a in (21), fuzzy logic inference and weights learning process are clearly reflected in O. For the parameter-based EKF, only weights are viewed as states to be estimated [23] . o is first expanded at optimal weights a d as
where ξ k is the first-order approximation residue. e error of weights can be defined as e ak � a k − a d . en, the Lyapunov function is written as
According to Jolly et al. [20] , (24) becomes
where o k is the trace of (16), and r k is a positive real number. As mentioned in the above section, the dimension of O changes depending on the position of obstacles related to the mobile robot. According to the calculate trace o k , the jumping change will not affect the stability of the training process.
From (25), we can see that the convergence of the training process is determined by e k , o k , and r k . In order to guarantee ΔE k < 0, r k should be set as
, the error is bounded and the process is convergent.
If
If each element of ξ k is of normal distribution,
where 99.99% ξ ik are bounded. en,
r k can be chosen as
Convergence of the training process is guaranteed, i.e., bounded e k .
Trajectory Optimization
As mentioned above, feasible trajectories are generated. But, these trajectories are always suboptimal and worthy of further improvement. So, in this section, the numerical optimization procedure is designed to obtain the optimal Computational Intelligence and Neurosciencetrajectory. Considering the practical situation, power consumption, driving distance, and time are favored to determine optimization of the trajectory. A new variable object is established as Tra � p, v, w , indicating that each trajectory is represented by the mobile robot's state and linear and angular velocities. en, the objective function is structured as
where W is the weight of each item. e first and last items in (31) represent moving distance and time, respectively. Furthermore, we want the motion of the mobile robot to be smooth in the dynamic environment. So, the second and third items are designed in (31) . v and w are the mean values. e autonomous mobile robot is driven by the target and needs to arrive at destination in limited area. During the process, obstacle avoidance is considered. en, the target and obstacle constraints are
where p f is the final state of the mobile robot, p k is the state at each step, p t is the target state, and p o is the obstacle state. ese are achieved according to (16) , (17) , and (21).
In the practical application, the linear and angular velocities of the mobile robot are limited, so
which is achieved according to (9)- (15) . en, the optimization problem becomes
If the dynamic environment can be predicted or motion of the obstacle is not too drastic, our method is able to predict optimal trajectory without supplement. is is analyzed in the simulation experiment below. However, the dynamic environment is unpredicted and motion of the obstacle is irregular. So, an extra algorithm should be designed.
In order to update the trajectory online, the detection of data in real time should be carried out.
e following variable is established to measure changes in the environment:
where o d k is the detection of the observation vector at each step and o m k is the memory value of the current trajectory. W 5 is the matrix of weights. e upper bound is set σ < σ bound .
(37)
Experiments

Motion Planning Based on RFNN.
To prove the effectiveness of the proposed motion planning method, the simulation experiment is carried out in this section using the Matlab software. And, all experiments are performed on a computer with Intel i5 2.3 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM. e simulation area is limited in 10 m × 10 m. ere contain obstacles and target. e autonomous mobile robot needs to reach the target and avoid obstacles. e detailed values of the variables that need to be set manually are listed in Table 1 .
As illustrated in Figure 4 , the navigation method proposed here is goal driven. e program strategy generates the trajectory guiding autonomous mobile robot to move from the starting point to the target. At each step, only the nearest position of the obstacle that threatens the mobile robot's safety is used in the training process of RFNN. So, the obstacle model is established using points at the edge as shown in Figure 5 . Circle represents the dangerous region whose radius is related to the error term in (16) . It is determined by the EKF algorithm's training speed. Distance between centers of adjacent circles depends on b. If it is too long, the model becomes invalid. If it is too short, the model is too compact to waste much time in computation. When a suitable distance is chosen, a sparse representation of the obstacle is established. Motion planning is first carried out in the static environment. e target and obstacles are supposed to be fully detected in real time.
e trajectories without the numerical optimization are shown in Figure 5 . e two motion trajectories are listed here. Each mark on the path represents the planned position of the mobile robot at each step. Changes of motion are reflected clearly. e position error of the robot during the process is shown in Figure 6 . When the robot moves close to the obstacle, it slows down at points A and B. is satisfies the actual requirement and guarantees safety. e corresponding linear velocity is shown at points A and B in Figure 7 . e corresponding angular velocity is shown at points A and B in Figure 8 . When the robot avoids the collision with the obstacle, it speeds up to shorten time to arrive the target. e corresponding linear velocity is shown at points C and D in Figure 7 . e corresponding angular velocity is shown at points C and D in Figure 8 . At points E and F, the robot slows down to arrive the target. e statistical analysis of the curvature is shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen that the programmed motion is smooth and is fit to the actual action.
Information of the two trajectories is shown in Table 2 . Distance, step, cost, and terminal error are chosen as evaluation criteria in this paper. In order to observe the state of RFNN during process, weights are listed in Tables 3 and 4. e weights are initially set in random. ey keep changing during the process to drive the robot to the target and avoid obstacles. From k � 40 to k � 50, we can see that they are convergent at the destination.
Optimization of Trajectory.
In order to illustrate the optimization of the solution, the trajectories are generated as shown in Figure 10 . Among all trajectories, only the blue one is generated considering (31)-(35). e corresponding number in Table 5 is eight. e left nine cyan trajectories are generated randomly. Detailed information is listed in Table 5 . By suitably choosing weights in (31), moving distance, step, and smoothness of trajectory are taken into comprehensive consideration. It can be seen that more computation is needed to generate optimal trajectory. e terminal error can be reduced by setting the target constraint in (32) . In this paper, it is set as 0.5. As shown in the boxplot of velocity in Figures 11 and 12 , the values of the eighth one are more concentrated and outliers are smaller. Computational Intelligence and Neurosciencee performance of the eighth motion trajectory is better than that of others, which is reflected by the curvature in Figure 13 .
Comparison with Other Methods.
As mentioned above, there are many programming methods. In order to prove our method's effectiveness, other methods are compared here. OPTI supports for solving optimal problems and consists of popular optimization solvers. So, a numerical planner using the nonlinear program solvers in OPTI is designed. Kinematic constraint, target, and obstacle constraints are considered in the process. Furthermore, the classical A * method which is carried out using the grid map is also taken into comparison.
e results are shown in Figure 14 . e numerical method is continuous in motion for the reasons that it plans the control command instead of the mobile robot's position. And, the state of the mobile robot is space free. A * plans only the position of the mobile robot and the path is not smooth. An extra controller considering kinematic constraints of the mobile robot should be added to track the path. Because it is based on the grid map, the planned path can be unsuitable for the robot to follow. A big curvature makes performance bad, such as the orange circle area in Figure 14 . Although the performance of the numerical method is better, it takes up more computation time than A * as listed in Table 6 . Compared to these two kinds of methods, our planner is continuous in motion and the generated trajectory is smooth. Computation time is much shorter than the Table 4 : RFNN weights of trajectory 2. Figure 15 .
Robustness of RFNN Planner.
In this paper, we want to realize real-time motion planning. So, robustness has to be guaranteed. e weights of RFNN are trained online. Performance depends on initial weights. After initial weights are ensured, trajectory is fixed under the current condition. However, in the practical situation, dynamic environment and perception inaccuracy influence performance of motion planning. So, in this section, influence of these factors to our planning method is introduced.
In order to prove the robustness of RFNN, the FNNbased planner is compared in this section first. It is supposed that there is a perception error. In the actual motion period, the obstacles' position is biased contrasted to the prediction period. e performance is shown in Figure 16 . Motion with RFNN under the perception error is the same as that under prediction.
e recurrent frame in RFNN structure improves the robustness of the planner. On the contrary, motion with FNN is the biased contrasted prediction. is can cause dangerous in the actual situation.
To introduce our method's robustness in dynamic surroundings, the experiment is carried out as shown in We assume that surroundings change to states 2 and 3. Corresponding trajectories are green and yellow, respectively. e changes of RFNN weights of each condition are, respectively, illustrated in Figure 18 . Detailed information of each trajectory is shown in Table 7 . It proves that our method So, the dynamic update mechanism of initial weights of RFNN should be designed necessarily.
Update of Motion Trajectory.
Effectiveness of computation, continuity of motion, and smoothness of the predicted trajectory make the proposed planning method feasible and stable to update online. By applying update strategy to RFNN, robust optimality of prediction is guaranteed during the whole process. e performance is shown in Figure 19 . e update period is ΔT which depends on σ.
Optimal trajectory during T 1 is generated at the beginning. e position of the target and obstacles keeps changing. If the autonomous mobile robot keeps moving according to trajectory 1, collision will happen. reshold settled in (37) is reflected in Figure 20 . en, weights of RFNN are retrained as shown in Figure 21 . Optimal trajectory during T 2 is generated considering the updated position of obstacles and target. en robot changes the route at point A in Figure 19 . Corresponding changes of linear velocity is shown in Figure  22 at point A. Contrasted to linear velocity, change of angular velocity is drastic in Figure 23 . Because robot needs to avoid collision. Position error during whole process is shown in Figure 24 . Before A point, red lines represent robot's position error. After point A, the green line represents the robot's position error. More computation periods can be added until the mobile robot reaches the target. is guarantees the real-time optimization.
Hardware Application Based on Omnidirectional Vision.
In order to examine the effectiveness of our planning method, we also implement it to the realistic mobile robot in Figure 25 .
e visual navigation has attracted many researchers [27] . A catadioptric omnidirectional camera is popularly used in recent years for its advantage of wide field of view [28] . It can capture horizontal field of view in a single image. So, the vision system based on the catadioptric omnidirectional camera is carried on the mobile robot to percept surroundings in this paper. Detailed imaging theory is introduced in our previous work [29, 30] .
Although it is a binocular stereo vision system, we only use the lower camera of it because binocular stereo omnidirectional vision takes up much computation resource and runtime performance is not good in real-time application. When the mobile robot moves fast, binocular structure swings violently. In order to use monocular vision to achieve location, artificial landmarks are designed and SURF (speeded-up robust features) are extracted to guarantee rotation and scale invariance. e features of simple shapes are extracted firstly as shown in Figure 26 . e landmarks are then designed using these shapes and are placed on the wall Computational Intelligence and Neuroscienceforming the location system as shown in Figure 25 . Detailed introduction of the location method is introduced in [31, 32] .
e planning method proposed in this paper is carried out, and the performance of mobile robot is shown in Figure 27 . e obstacles in blue are known to the mobile robot, and the green one is unknown. e target position keeps changing during the process. ere are totally three predictions. One is generated at the beginning in red. After the unknown obstacle is detected, prediction 2 in magenta is generated at point A. Prediction 3 is generated to lead the mobile robot to reach the final station of the target at the B point. e blue circles represent the actual motion of the mobile robot. Performance of the vision system is shown in Figure 28 . Detailed information of the prediction and actual motion is listed in Table 8 . During the process, the robot locates itself by tracking the three landmarks. e landmarks matching the precision curve in Figure 29 shows the percentage of correctly tracked frames for a range of distance 
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(i) Figure 28 : Monocular omnidirectional vision system. thresholds. Precision is 98.3% at 10 pixels. Update of trajectory is determined by settled threshold in (36) and (37). If σ is beyond threshold, weights of RFNN are retrained as mentioned above. Changes of σ are illustrated in Figure 30 . σ is beyond threshold at A and B. It leads to update of RFNN weights as shown in Figure 31 . Robot's motion is then changed in Figures 32 and 33 . Figure 34 reflects the position error of the mobile robot. In actual application, maximum velocities are limited for safety. According to hardware experiment, our method's effectiveness is proved. Among all experiment results above, the mobile robot's motion is drastic at the beginning. is is reflected by linear velocity. e reason is that weights of RFNN are generated randomly at the beginning. After learning using EKF, predicted motion of the mobile robot is stable. Experiments are carried out in limited area due to limited perception ability of the vision system. But, it can be popularized to large-scale navigation by combining the proposed program method with the topological mapping method introduced in [33] .
Conclusion
By designing a simple RFNN structure and using an effective EKF-based learning method, a novel motion planning strategy is introduced. e greatest novelty is that the proposed method plans both motion and trajectory in real time. Robust optimization of solution is guaranteed. According to simulation and hardware experiments, effectiveness is proved. All the experiments in this paper are limited in a small area. Contrasted to path planning in autonomous driving area, it is a kind of a local planning method. Furthermore, the characteristics of planning in free-space make it a suitable supplement to other global methods. It can also be used as an obstacle avoidance method. Although the method is introduced by considering the unmanned ground mobile robot in 2D condition, it can be popularized to unmanned aircraft and underwater unmanned vehicle in 3D condition. Because our method does not need the previous map and offline computation, it takes up less memory space in contrast to other methods. us, it may have good performance in 3D condition where surroundings are complex. In order to improve runtime performance, initial weights of RFNN are generated randomly, which can be modified in future work. Some heuristic methods can be designed to choose initial weights of RFNN.
e structure of RFNN used in this paper is simple. e output of RFNN is not considered as the input of RFNN. More complex recurrent structures can be designed to improve effectiveness of the RFNN planning strategy in the future. Furthermore, the location method of the autonomous mobile robot used in this paper is too simple. It also needs to be improved in future. Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) and visual-inertial odometry techniques will be designed in our system. e perception system will be developed more effectively in the future.
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